Kingcausie Fishings, Maryculter
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Kingcausie Fishings- Bridge & Hut Pools
Fishes from 2’6” to 9” (Park). Normally fished as a single pool, Bridge and Hut are perfect fly water- good flow,
decent depth and rocky bottom. Fast water at bridge holds up runners whilst deep, steady water above Hut give
good cover for residents and resting fish. Fish run & lie close along entire North bank in higher water but move
over to middle of pool and South bank by 1’6”. In ‘best’ heights (1’9” to 1’) North bank gives easier fishing, South
bank better fish coverage but difficult wading.

Limits of HW Bank Fishing

Kingcausie Fishings- Flats & Corner Pools
Flats fishes 2’6” down to 1’. Historically Flats was a good holding pool, but has shingled up badly
due to river widening from cattle erosion of the North bank. In high water (down to 2’) runners
rest up in 3-4’ of water close to the North bank and can be covered from a near-bank wade.
Below 1’9”, fish run and rest in streamy, shaded water close to South bank. A fallen tree in water
on South bank has good lies around it. Below the tree, the holding/taking lies are 10-15 yards
out from South bank, all the way down to submerged rocks out from last trees before Corner.
South bank is difficult fishing but gives better fish coverage than North bank, especially in higher
water.

Flats HW Wade Line

Corner fishes 1’9”-1’. Shallow
(3-4ft), fast and weedy.
Pausing runners only.

Kingcausie Fishings- Woods Pool
Fishes 2’6”-> 9” (Park). North Bank only. Probably the best holding pool and fly water on Kingcausiegood flow towards South bank at most heights, decent depth in lower half and well shaded throughout
in the morning. Excellent wading at all heights. Fishes best from 1’6” down, wading the mid-line and
casting hard onto far bank. The fast, shallow neck holds up runners whilst the deep, shaded and steady
mid/lower section hold all classes of fish. The very tail, hard against South bank, can be good for runners,
which come up the ‘back of the island’ as well as the main stream.

Kingcausie Fishings- Car Park Pool
Fishes 2’6” to 1’3” (Park). Historically one of Kingcausie’s top pools in most water heights but has been
subject to major gravel shifts. At 1’9” and below now only a short ‘tail’ hard on South bank above the
fast stream and the stream itself. The Car Park Pool is above some very hard water out of the Island
and so tends to be a runner resting place- lacking depth, it is not holding water. The best taking water
(runners and resters) is a short stretch of steady water deep in tail and hard on South bank. The
stream below looks very ‘fishy’ at times but has not produced much to date, although has deepened in
2013. The entire pool is very shallow (3-4ft) so needs a light, quiet approach and cloudy conditions.

Kingcausie Fishings- Island Corner and Island Stream

Island Stream

Wade line

Fishes from 1’6” to 6” (Park). The fastest, deepest and rockiest water on the beat but difficult pools to
fish well. Easiest fished from South bank (North is a difficult scramble over large rocks). Cross to South
bank at top of Car Park in slower water and walk down. The Island Corner is pausing point for runners in
softer water below incoming ‘rush’ and also holds resting fish in exit glide. The steady water (Island
Stream) on the North side below the glide holds residents from September, but significant depth makes
resident fish difficult to tempt. The tail of Stream from North bank trees down is resting place for
runners- deep->shallow but good flow. Fish ‘light’ in glassy water here!

Kingcausie Fishings- Powberry Pool

Wade line

Fishes with fly from 2’ down to 6”- best v. low water pool in beat. Start above angled tree,
fishing hard onto South bank. After tip of island, cover right across into rushing water from
behind island. Holding/taking water is all on opposite side, normally on edge of faster waterexpect powerful takes in strong flow! The back-eddy and slow flow on North side never hold
fish at fly height. Subject to flow, fish right down to end of field opposite- the last section
beneath the trees and the final clear section (“The Bath”) are resting places for runners.

Kingcausie Fishings- Blairs Pool
Fishes from 1’6” down to 9” (Park). Bottom end holds big head of resident fish
from September onward- before then looking only for ‘runners’. Wade to as near
mid-line of pool as possible, starting opposite large boulders in S bank. Fish
‘lightly’ due to shallow and slow water. Taking area in low water is hard onto
South Bank. Best taking lies are from small croy opposite large bush & down to
beat limit. The pool deepens significantly after the bush, so edge back towards
the bank here. Excellent evening sea trout pool May to July after any rise.
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